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infinitely reduced in scale but true to proportion, the whole scheme of things entire as we know them."8 The community of scholars in America, such men believed, must be a democratic community, citizens educated as undergraduates in shared values that made possible an enlightened public consensus. General education, therefore, was a philosophy of unity: unity of knowledge, unity of the curriculum, unity of education and life. Thus is revealed its historical significance as a defensive reaction arising at the close of the academic revolution against the forces that threatened to engulf higher education: specialization, professionalism, and vocational training. These things taught individuals to be different; general education taught them what they should know in common.
There is an old saw to the effect that changing a curriculum is like trying to move a graveyard. On its own, the general education movement was not up to the task. Specialization was the prevailing tide in higher education; general education merely slackened the flow. Even this limited success, however, depended on influences outside of the movement itself. In particular, the history of general education is inseparable from the period of the world wars, when, for a time, a sense of common purpose caused the language of the movement to strike a responsive chord in the nation. Otherwise, life was difficult. If the ideals of general education-nonspecialized learning, core course requirements, and the interdisciplinary approachsustained the movement as a fighting force, they also placed it in opposition to dominant trends within the university. At most schools, therefore, the program found a place to grow only in unclaimed areas away from the empires of academic departments.
Thus developed the movement's preoccupation with the freshman and sophomore years. In this no man's land between high school and advanced college work at the junior-senior level, the Western Civ class emerged as the ancestral course of the general education curriculum. This article recounts the history of the course in connection with the four institutions-Harvard, Chicago, Amherst, and Stanfordrepresented at the AHA session in 1976, at which Professor McNeill called for rebuilding freshman history on the general education ideal, and a fifth institution, Columbia, where-Western Civ purportedly was "invented" in 1919. Admittedly, the number of schools in this sampling is too limited. Western Civ classes appeared across the country in immense variety and rich contrast. What is presented here is a view from the commanding heights. The universities of Chicago, Columbia, and Harvard dominated the development of general education in the United States, and each has an official history of its own pioneering role in the movement.9 Amherst and Stanford, by extension, provide contrasting studies of schools directly influenced by these three great universities. What follows, then, is a selective history of the Western Civ course, piecing together, in the form of a mosaic, the experiences of these five institutions. 
ORIGINS OF INTRODUCTORY EUROPEAN HISTORY: HARVARD, 1873-1904. The Western Civ course was a characteristically American invention. The United States inherited a Western perception of civilization as a process that began in the ancient
Near East, evolved through classical Greece and Rome, and was transmitted to medieval and modern Europe. European "civilization," in this way, was the sum of world history. In Europe, historians during the nineteenth century divided this universal history into separate national strands. Nation-states became the interest of historians. While national history thus came to dominate schools on the Continent, however, European history in America commonly continued to be presented en bloc. As a result, scholars have noted, more European history was taught in the United States than in Europe itself. Leonard Krieger has explained how this continuing perception of Europe as a unit gave the writing of European history in the United States a bent for broad interpretation, a concern with common experiences underlying national differences. What was stressed, therefore, was not political flux but the enduring achievements of the mother culture. What made Europe a "civilization," remarked John Franklin Jameson in 1890, was not politics but culture; in thought and letters, he explained, American historians would discover "abundant evidence of a common European life."l0 The organizing ideas for Western Civ were, therefore, long present in historical consciousness. What gave them new meaning in the early twentieth century, scholars have concluded, was the emergence of the United States from isolation to partnership with Europe in a wider world. But Western Civ did not come into existence fully assembled, nor was it conceived in one swoop at Columbia in 1919. Rather, the course and the concept came together piece by piece, not by grand design but as a makeshift response to the effects of the academic revolution on the history curriculum. Stated briefly, specialization and the elective system created, by reflex, the need for a general course.
Beginning the story with Harvard is instructive, because Harvard was the hothouse of the elective system and thus the place where the special problems of the introductory course in history emerged most clearly. The subject of history had no place in the classic liberal arts and only gradually did it intrude-beginning at the junior-senior level-upon the curriculum. When President Eliot was inaugurated in 1869, for example, all history at Harvard was taught by a "dear old gentleman" without training in the discipline. But the elective system was the undoing of his kind. Out went the amateurs and in came the experts: more courses, more fieldsand more confusion. In describing the curriculum of 1884, one professor admitted that junior-senior offerings in history were expanding without order or direction, with everything in "more or less confusion."" Out of this disorder was born the introductory course. As early as 1873 a course for sophomores, "Outlines of General History," was developed out of earlier reading requirements on classical antiquity. In 1880 it became "History 1: Medieval and Modern History," a course with a long life to come. Opened to freshmen in 1884, it was established by 1890, in a regulation that reversed the logic of the elective system, as a prerequisite to advanced classes in history.12 Specialized instruction at one end of the curriculum had made necessary general instruction at the other, a class for freshmen and sophomores that was comprehensive and preparatory.
Such classes, however, had problems of their own. Eliot reported in 1880 that old, hide-bound methods of student recitation had "well-nigh disappeared" at Harvard and that lectures and discussion were in fashion. Remarked a commencement speaker in 1886, "This is one of the greatest educational discoveries of modern times-that the business of a teacher is to teach." But, as the lecturer came to head the class, the student disappeared into the audience. The rise of large introductory courses increased the distance between them. In 1882 only five classes at Harvard enrolled as many as one hundred students; by 1901 fourteen classes each had over two hundred. In the following year the university's Committee on Improving Instruction sounded the alarm: "there is in the college today," it concluded, "too much teaching and too little studying.",13 Large lecture courses concealed students from faculty surveillance, made standards unenforceable, and encouraged traffic in lecture notes. Such large classes, the committee reported, were a practical necessity, but so were new arrangements to bring students out of the crowd and make them speak again.
History 1 was a case in point. When Professor Archibald Cary Coolidge took over the course in 1894, the enrollment was 364 and rising. "Three times a week," wrote Coolidge's biographers, "he lectured to mobs of freshmen and sophomores." But, as the mobs grew larger, the results of the lecture system became more uncertain. In 1896 a number of graduate student "assistants" were delegated to inspect lecture notes and to quiz students individually outside of class. This so-called check-up system, however, was no favorite with students. Finally, in his last year with the course in 1903-04, Coolidge restructured History 1, reducing lectures to two per week and incorporating the "section method," an experiment (already operating in other Harvard courses) with subdividing large classes into smaller groups for weekly meetings with graduate assistants.14 So was developed what became known in early debates among historians on the introductory course in history as the "Harvard method": lectures to the mass by a faculty member and sections in the care of young apprentices.
The lecturer was the great man of the enterprise. Originally a mode to transmit ancient learning, the lecture method had been revitalized in German universities as a means to communicate new knowledge derived from original research. A crowded classroom of American freshmen, however, was no place for learned lectures. Instruction here had to be both education and art. The report of the Committee on Improving Instruction explained in 1902, The larger these courses grow, the more evident it becomes that the object of the lectures in them is not so much to impart concrete information as to stimulate thought and interest in the subject; and since the stimulus depends in part on the attitude in which the audience stands towards the lecturer, it is important that these courses should be conducted by the men who have already achieved a reputation. Indeed ... to be effective the lecture course must be conducted by the best lecturers in the university.
In the Harvard system, therefore, the development of the discussion section did not so much diminish the lecturer as exalt him-and provide a staff of helots to do the work. "The function of the instructor is to stimulate and interest his hearers," proposed the committee report, "while the responsibility for seeing that the work is done, for helping and explaining, and for maintaining the standard of the course, must rest chiefly with the assistants, who come into more immediate contact with the students." 15 Having formed discussion sections, Coolidge had to give them a purpose. To him, freshman history was factual history, and quizzes, map drills, and recitations on lectures and textbooks were the order of the day in section work. 16 Elsewhere, however, this emphasis on memorizing detail was giving way to efforts to promote understanding through readings from original sources in English translation. Historians first debated the value of this "source method" at a meeting of the AHA in 1897; in affirming the prevailing conception of history as a body of knowledge to be communicated to undergraduates by lectures and textbooks, members approved a limited and subordinate use of primary materials to "vitalize" events and promote critical debate. This view, carried into the high schools, became identified with a democratic education. The Committee of Seven, for example, appointed by the AHA to recommend a history program for secondary schools, praised the German contribution to historical studies but observed that German gymnasium methods of rote learning were "not the system for making American citizens." Habits of discussion, the committee concluded in 1899, were essential to a system of individual initiative.17 When, therefore, committee member Charles Homer Haskins succeeded Coolidge as instructor of History 1 in 1904, the source method was introduced into the discussion sections. Thus was completed the form of the introductory course at Harvard. The content took more time.
The Committee of Seven was the first group of professional historians to review systematically the condition of history in the high schools. The members made no secret of their ambition to drive out the old, overstuffed course in "General History," a one-year, headlong survey of "world" history from ancient civilization to modern Europe. To replace it, they recommended a sequence of four courses: first, in grade nine, ancient history, followed in grade sequence by European history, English history, and American history. The logic of this "block system" was simply to extend instruction through high school and to place American history in European perspective. "American history," remarked a committee member, "is in the air-a balloon sailing in mid-heaven-unless it is anchored to European history."18 Although the program was adopted widely in the schools, many students, it was noticed, made a habit of leapfrogging the "block" on European history. Reports indicated that pupils completed ancient history (at that time, a common requirement for college entrance), switched to other subjects in the following two grades, and returned in their last year to take American history.19 The effect was to strengthen the conviction of those college instructors who, in discussions on the introductory course, supported European history as the proper subject for freshmen. "Now the real reason why we introduced into American colleges this general course on European history," commented Charles Homer Haskins in 1906, "is because students did not bring it to college with them."20
Haskins was a prominent personality in the advance of this version of the introductory course. He sat as chairman at various conferences on freshman history, advocated the cause in the AHA, and promoted his course at Harvard as a model in the field. Only gradually did the writer come to conceive of history as something far more vital than the record of bygone events and the description of extinct institutions. He then saw that if history was to fulfill its chief function and become an essential explanation of how our own civilization came to take the form it has, and present the problems that it does, a fresh selection from the records of the past would have to be made. Much that had been included in historical manuals would of necessity be left out as irrelevant or unimportant. Only those considerations would properly find a place which clearly served to forward the main purpose of seeing more and more distinctly how this, our present Western civilization, in which we have been born and are now immersed, has come about.32
For most citizens, Robinson proposed, this was the only history worth knowing. Actually, the whole project was rather unhistorical, Whiggish, and Eurocentric. In substance, Robinson's textbooks are basically intellectual history (with an overlay of economic, social, and cultural developments), the story of what he called "the mind in the making," the perceived evolution of rationalism, science, and liberal values. In form, the narrative begins in a tight description of progress from prehistory to the dose of the Middle Ages, then broadens in the coverage of modern Europe and its influence on other continents. In effect, the past is subordinated to the present, recent history becomes "relevant" history, the human past becomes the prologue to European history, and Europe is interpreted as the seat of modernity, the source of Enemies noted that President Hutchins arrived at Chicago with the Great Depression of 1929. Supporters recorded that his coming reversed the tide of battle in a faculty debate on a "College Plan" to convert the Junior College to a compulsory general education curriculum. Great curricular revolutions, someone has claimed, require either a commanding personality above or a common faith below. At Columbia, the coming of general education required a moment of patriotic unity; at Chicago, it required a philosopher-king. Nowhere was the debate more divisive-or more "religious." For Hutchins, the university, in its most lofty sense, ascended out of the common communion of undergraduate learning: "We can never get a university," he insisted, "without general education."47
Observers recorded that the content of general education at the College of the University of Chicago was worked out not by Hutchins but by faculty and deans, sometimes in response to their president, sometimes in opposition to him.48 All shared, however, what has been called "the Chicago idea." Basic to it was the conviction that disciplines, divided by convention into independent departments, fell naturally into larger clusters, groups of subjects connected by similar methods of inquiry. From this was formed a core curriculum of courses in three comprehensive fields: the social sciences, the humanities, and the natural sciences. Ideally, instruction in these broad areas was intended not to transmit factual knowledge but to develop critical understanding of their distinctive organizing ideas and systems of logic. The result in the humanities was the so-called Aristotelian tendency to classify cultural expression in terms of conceptual categories. Artistic works were studied not within the flux of historical change, where everything was relative to time and place, but within genres, forms, or topics that were deemed to be timeless or recurring in human creative production. Wrote College Dean Clarence H. Faust, "The history of human culture, that is, the organization of an intelligible, chronological sequence of man's achievements in philosophy and the arts, has come to seem much less useful to general education than the careful study and discussion of excellent examples of these achievements."49 Here, in theories of approach, was the conflict between history and the Chicago idea. And where the prospects for Western Civ were concerned, "approach" was everything. Without support for history as a mode of intellectual synthesis, Chicago was a foreign country. Where the New History did not go, neither, at this point, did Western Civ.
History department files at Chicago reveal the Hutchins years as a time of protest, distrust, and fear of subjugation. Resentment lingered, for example, after a wrangle in 1934 following unofficial circulation of a mimeographed essay by Professor of English Ronald S. Crane, founder of the Chicago school of literary criticism and-to historians-embodier of its antihistorical precepts. Crane argued that the New History, in attempting to annex all disciplines, in fact left historians no discipline of their own. In presuming to integrate subjects in which they had no expert competence, he remarked, historians became amateurs in a university of professionals. All disciplines, he conduded, study the past, and specialists know the technical history of their trade in a way that historians cannot: "Other things being equal, the only histories of thought that can be taken seriously will be those written by philosophers; the only good economic histories will be written by economists; the only good histories of art are those written by men trained in aesthetic analysis."50 Where every discipline was its own historian, there was no longer a discipline of history. To Crane, nothing so revealed the poverty of the New History as its claim to "integration" and "synthesis." Writing sweeping summaries of the past, he contended, was the work for popularizers and required little more than common sense and practical experience.
Historians replied with meetings, manifestoes, and much "thrashing over of matters" among themselves. 51 European history, now hollowed out in order to make room for material from other disciplines. The College catalog announced, "This course uses the materials of history as a foundation and framework for the presentation of the literature, philosophy, religion, and art of the civilizations which have contributed most conspicuously to the shaping of the contemporary outlook on life." In the years before his retirement in 1935, Schevill, an old-school lecturer of considerable fascination, made the course into a popular attraction in the Chicago area; but thereafter staff members from other humanities disciplines began to close in on his successor. The course, they complained to historian Arthur P. Scott, was too historical. To them, history as a medium of integration in the humanities was a form of reductionism that failed to provide independent aesthetic standards by which students could evaluate cultural works. Everything, instead, was interpreted as an "expression" of historical time and place. Historians, they objected, were concerned with factors that conditioned literary and artistic creations; they, in contrast, were concerned with the value and truth of literature and art. Scott complained in response that history was being reduced to mere chronology and that those in humanities already monopolized the substance of the course.52 But, in fact, the eclipse of history was only beginning. In 1942 the course was converted to analytical methods more consistent with the Chicago idea, and history virtually vanished in the new "Four Year College," the radical Hutchins experiment combining high school juniors and seniors with college freshmen and sophomores in an integral general education program. In a school founded on faith in the unity of knowledge, no place remained for instruction in the unifying methods of history.
Instead, the crown course of the new curriculum was "Observation, Interpretation, and Integration" (011), a class providing a final, philosophical synthesis of the whole four-year program. Recalled sociologist Daniel Bell, who worked for a time in the Hutchins College, "The 01 course represented, to the extent that any single course can, the specific 'ideological' commitments of the Chicago curriculum."53 Complaints increased, however, that students lacked historical knowledge and the "time sense." Finally, after much debate over this "history question," the faculty in 1946 authorized an experimental Western Civilization course to be placed opposite O1I in the final year of instruction; Western Civ was to integrate the curriculum by the historical method, 01 by the analytical principles proper to the Chicago idea. As a result, Western Civ not only entered by the back door but also stood isolated at the end of the curriculum, a "conclusion" to a program based on a different educational philosophy. In the encounter of Western Civ and 011, however, the New History and the Chicago Idea met head to head.
Decisive to the outcome was a return toward "normalcy" that followed the departure of Hutchins from Chicago in 1950. As his successors dismantled the more unconventional philosophical structures of the College, OI went adrift, foundered, and was eventually abandoned. Conversely, Western Civ, moored in secondary school history classes and more familiar general education ideas, became securely fixed in the curriculum. The ironic conclusion, noted Bell, was that the course alien to the Chicago program became the most enduring.54
The original Chicago version of Western Civ, however, was very different from the class at Columbia. Both were the products of committees in which representatives from various disciplines worked to compromise their differences. At Columbia, the members from the start accepted historical chronology as the organizing structure of the course; at Chicago, on the contrary, this was the most contentious issue of all. Here the analytical methods of the Chicago idea did battle with the genetic principles of the New History. Struggling during 1947-48 to form a majority among themselves, the committee members finally pieced together a course based on a topical or "problems" approach.55 In form, selected topics ranging from the Greek polis to Bolshevik Russia were aligned in the syllabus like-in the phrase of one committee member-"a string of beads," placed in chronological order but connected only loosely by the line of historical continuity. Exceptionalbut necessary for the support of committee members in the humanities-was the insertion at various places along the "string" of special topics on cultural themes, such as the assignments on "The Representation of Space in Art," which followed the topic on the Renaissance and Reformation. The overall design was to stress "analysis" over "genesis," concepts over chronology, and the internal world of the topic over the process of historical change.
Furthering this purpose was the emphasis-traditional at Chicago-on source readings and discussion methods in the course (one common lecture and three discussion sections per week), and committee opposition to the primacy of lectures and textbooks. Once in operation, however, the class appeared fractured by "discontinuities" and chronological gaps. In remedy, the teaching staff This process, carried through after the war, was influenced by a profound change in methods of intellectual inquiry that overspread all areas of knowledge. Scholars have described it as a "conceptual revolution," a shift from modes of investigation developed to verify facts and processes fixed in reality to the construction of conceptual models used to interpret a world in which all knowledge was relative to the knower. In historical studies, this involved the decline in evolutionary concepts of development and, as a result, the depreciation of historical narrative as the primary mode of explanation. Robinson himself once pondered whether an expanded history, having gained the whole world, would lose its soul. For him, the calling of the historian was to describe "the process of life and change."61 Now some of the best historical minds came to see this style of historiography as an expression of nineteenth-century evolutionism. In process was a fundamental reorientation in which history opened to the social sciences and methods of conceptual analysis, and descriptions of genesis and growth made way for the study of social phenomena, ideological systems, and the "structure" of historical periods.
Where these ideas trickled down into Western Civ courses, many instructors moved independently toward the forms of instruction that characterized the Chicago class. At Columbia, a postwar observer noted a "striking change" in the Contemporary Civilization course (CCA). No longer was the stress on historical continuity, but on the social and intellectual configuration of particular epochs, with little attention to the details of transition from one time period to another.62 In sum, Robinson's history had been traded for a "string of beads." Standard textbooks were replaced by a volume of background readings, and, after 1945, all instruction converted to discussion of source materials.63 Half a century earlier, in "the great debate over the source method" at the AHA in 1897, historians upheld the supremacy of textbooks over primary materials and knowledge of the historical process over the habits of critical analysis engendered by the source method.64 Now, at some schools, scholars were reversing the order of things.
Western Civ was passing beyond the conventions of a no longer New History. Being left behind as well, however, was the original organizing idea of the course. As new documents collections, "problems" pamphlets, and case studies involved students in "doing" history rather than simply learning it, and as the source method and topical approach fragmented the sense of historical continuity, the unifying idea of genetic development was diminished. Wrote Daniel Bell of developments in Contemporary Civ at Columbia, "What was gained by the addition of original material was, in part, offset by the lack of a consistent interpretative framework."65 More importantly, such Western Civ courses, in departing from instruction in a common body of knowledge, became at the same time less defensible as general education.
Events at Chicago reaffirmed the central position of history in general education. Already, however, Western Civ courses were living on credit. Therefore, when general education entered a period of crisis in the 1960s, it was inevitable that Western Civ would follow. Having traced the rise of the course in connection with this movement for a common learning, it remains now to trace its decline. In the name of higher standards, specialization returned in force, departments raised up honors programs and freshman seminars, and core programs began to break apart. The Department of History's "take-over" of Western Civ at Chicago was but one episode in the waning of the general education ideal. Another was the dissolution of CCB, after thirty years' travail, as a sophomore requirement at Columbia in 1959, when social science departments objected that their vocabulary had become too technical for general education courses.68 These developments, however, were only part of much broader changes in general education requirements at both schools, in which restraints loosened, electives returned, and areas of specialization were introduced. In brief, the elective system was breaking through the lines of general education, threatening the dogmas that lay at the center of its educational philosophy: the unity of knowledge and the ideal of a common learning. This challenge to general education meant a challenge to Western Civ as well. For connected to the absolutes of general education were the absolutes of the original Western Civ idea: the belief in the oneness of history, in the potential of the historical method to integrate human experience, and in Western history as the "high history" of mankind.
THE SECOND WORLD WAR GAVE
The coming crisis was forecast in developments at Harvard after 1945. There the forces of general education, after having conquered the very fortress of the elective system, were thrown into confusion at the moment of their greatest success. Moved by the experience of the Second World War, the Harvard faculty in 1945 approved in principle a committee report that thereafter became scripture in the general education movement. General Education in a Free Society (dubbed the Redbook by virtue of its Harvard crimson cover) anointed general education with the fair name of Harvard, giving it a legitimacy that convinced college faculties across the country of the value of a common learning. But the Harvard faculty had second thoughts. The Redbook plan for compulsory core courses in the social sciences, humanities, and natural sciences gave way in debate to a "temporary" experiment permitting two to four optional courses in each of these areas. With time, what was temporary became permanent, and two to four options became more, and more. The elective system, thrown out the door, came back in through the window. Thus, from the start, the object of the whole exercise-a common educational experience-was lost.
Lost "The instructors sabotaged the lectures," a member of the history department complained sometime later.89 But no one spoke at the time. In effect, the major undergraduate course in the university was turned over without challenge to the most junior faculty members. For us, the road was open; it led to experimentation, eclecticism, and the same kind of "personal preference" syllabus that ended in disorder at Columbia. We thought, in teaching from personal perspectives, that we were deepening the course. Instead, we were digging its grave. Irresistibly, the impression spread among students that the class was in confusion. Under the cover of one course, a freshman complained to the campus newspaper, different instructors taught different things.90
Like the students of these protest years, the members of the self-study committee had a way of asking hard questions. What goals, they wanted to know, united a class taught in such separate ways? Why, if Western Civ was no longer a common educational experience, did it remain a common requirement? And what, precisely, was that body of historical knowledge that all educated men should know? As individuals, historians replied differently to these terrible questions; as a department, they did not even try. Other faculty members watched in puzzlement as, throughout the proceedings, the Department of History remained silent in the face of assaults upon the course. "They think it curious," remarked the department chairman to his colleagues, "that the Department has neglected to take a more vigorous stand."91 But the compulsory class, it seemed, was no longer worth fighting for. "First of all," wrote Western Civ course director Paul S. Seaver, "many freshmen are unhappy with the requirement and, lacking motivation, find the course a source of frustration.... Secondly, many of us as faculty are no longer convinced that there is a standard or specifiable body of knowledge or information necessary for a liberal education."92 A poll in 1968 revealed that 59 percent of the students in Western Civ believed that the course should be a university requirement.93 Too many historians, however, had lost faith. Accordingly, the Department of History in the following year did not oppose a recommendation to discontinue Western Civ as a required course. Thus ended, after thirty-four years, the privileged place of history in the education of all undergraduates at Stanford. Further, the disbanding of the course coincided with the disestablishment of the General Studies Program as a whole. Faculty opinion had turned against massive courses on massive subjects, courses that pretended to all-inclusiveness, to interdisciplinarity, that attempted "to squeeze the universe into a ball and roll it toward some overwhelming question. no ideal survey course, of which the model has somehow been lost in the confusion of the past decade and which is waiting to be resurrected for the next generation. Western civilization succeeded admirably for the period for which it was designed, but each generation must construct its own introduction to history in terms both of the scholarly nature of the subject and the needs and interests of students at that time.98
Nostalgia is likely to remain. The fathers of Western Civ will be venerated for resisting the fragmentation of knowledge, for calling specialists to the task of teaching general history, for involving freshmen in discussion of source materials, and for implanting history in a paramount place in undergraduate education. But it is easier to bury the course than to praise it. Most historians have long concluded that the world has outgrown the old Western Civ ideas. Others will be so instructed by the story told here. Truly those who do not learn from the history of this wilted course are doomed to repeat it. 
